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The ultra lightweight, super-
strong 50cc scooter. 
Weighing just 81 kg, the JogR is a featherweight wonder. Its rigid frame is light and 
strong, providing secure handling and easy manoeuvrability.

12inch aluminium wheels fitted with wide tyres provide incredible grip – while the 
front disc/rear drum brake set-up delivers smooth stopping power. Its air-cooled 
50cc 2-stroke engine is helped by lateral air scoops in the bodywork for additional 
cooling, giving the JogR a unique sports bike look.

The JogR has plenty of road presence with distinctive graphics and a high-level 
rear reflector. It’s practical too, with underseat helmet storage supplemented by a 
useful luggage hook.

Ultra lightweight 50cc sports scooter •	

Rigid asymmetric frame for agile •	

handling

Free-revving air-cooled 2-stroke 50cc •	

engine

12inch aluminium 6-spoke wheels •	

Stylish analogue/digital instruments•	

Front disc brake and rear drum brake•	

Under-seat helmet storage and •	

luggage hook

Slimline bodywork with radical •	

graphics



Our race track record is undeniable, with Yamaha bikes 
competing in every major motorcycle sports series from 
junior off-road to MotoGP and superbikes. 

That expertise influences the design, technology, and 
development of all of our road bikes – and Yamaha’s sports 
scooters are no different. Their heritage is apparent in their 
sleek sports-styling, which is influenced by Yamaha’s 
legendary performance bikes.

They all feature sharp-handling and lightweight chassis 
designs combined with high-output engines for exciting 
street performance. Finely-tuned suspension and disc brakes 
give secure stopping power and provide precise control.

Sporting DNA



Large-diameter 190 mm 
front disc brake
The combination of a large-diameter 
front disc brake and a rear drum brake 
work together to provide strong and 
effective stopping power, giving the 
JogR rider high levels of control. 

12inch 6-spoke aluminium 
wheels
For sporty handling, light steering and 
quick directional changes, the JogR runs 
on lightweight alloy wheels. Featuring a 
sporty 6-spoke design, the 12inch 
diameter wheels run with wide front and 
rear tyres to give strong road-holding 
and excellent feel. Telescopic front forks 
and a high-spec rear shock let the JogR 
glide over bumps in the road. 

Light and strong chassis
The secret to the JogR’s zippy 
performance and agile handling is its 
lightweight chassis. By using a special 
asymmetric frame design, Yamaha’s 
engineers have succeeded in creating a 
strong yet light chassis which helps keep 
overall weight to a remarkably low 81 kg. 

Aerodynamic bodywork and 
bold graphics 
For maximum street presence the JogR is 
equipped with aerodynamic bodywork 
whose front section incorporates a 
beautifully designed headlight with 
integral flashers. Lateral air scoops give 
the scooter a sports bike look and 
provide vital engine cooling. And with its 
superb paint finish and bold graphics, 
the JogR gets noticed wherever it goes. 

Storage compartment and 
luggage hook
Underneath the contoured sports seat 
you’ll find an easily accessible storage 
compartment that’s designed to 
accommodate one full-face helmet with 
ease. And for added convenience there’s 
also a handy luggage hook.

Analogue/digital 
instrumentation 
The JogR’s compact and minimalist 
instrument console is designed to display 
easy-to-read information. Featuring a 
clearly-marked analogue speedometer 
and a range of digital displays, this 
attractive console perfectly matches the 
JogR’s lightweight and sporty character.  



Only the best will do
We like to think you get out what you put in, which is why we recommend genuine Yamaha Parts and Accessories.
The same innovation and stringent quality controls behind our world-leading scooters goes into all parts and accessories – from cases 
and carriers for extra storage, to stickers and graphics, and our own apparel - including riding jackets, gloves and casual wear. With the 
Yamaha name you’re assured of quality, reliability and performance.
Yamalube® is our own range of high-tech lubricants. The lifeblood of Yamaha engines, they are designed to cope however you use your 
scooter – from occasional leisure use to regular commuting.
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Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourages you to ride safely and 
respect fellow riders and the environment. Specifications and appearance of Yamaha products shown here 
are subject to change without notice and may vary according to requirements and conditions. For further 
details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
Colours may vary from country to country. Please consult your Yamaha dealer for further details.

ENGINE
Type Air-cooled, 2-stroke single cylinder

Displacement 49.0cc

Bore x stroke 40.0 x 39.2 mm

Compression ratio 11.6 : 1

Maximum Power 2.0 kW @ 7,000 rpm

Maximum Torque 2.46 Nm @ 7,000 rpm

Lubrication system Separate lubrication

Fuel supply system Gurtner PY12

Ignition system C.D.I.

Starter system Electric and kick

Transmission system V-Belt Automatic

CHASSIS
Front suspension Telescopic fork

Front wheel travel 70 mm

Rear suspension Unit swing

Rear wheel travel 60 mm

Front brake Disc Ø 190 mm

Rear brake Drum Ø 110 mm

Front tyre 110/70-12

Rear tyre 120/70-12

DIMENSIONS
Overall length 1,740 mm

Overall width 675 mm

Overall height 1,065 mm

Seat height 770 mm

Wheelbase 1,210 mm

Min. ground clearance 132 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank) 81 kg

Fuel capacity 5.5 litres


